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ABSTRACT

The problem of calculating the maximum available timing infor-

mation contained in nuclear pulses in the presence of noise is solved

theoretically. Practical experiments show that the theoretical values

can be obtained by very simple, but untraditional, means. An output

pulse from a practical filter connected to a charge sensitive amplifier

with a Ge(Li) detector showed a rise time of 30 ns and a noise level of

less than 5 keV. The time jitter measured was inversely proportional

to the pulse height and less than 30 ns for 10 keV pulses. With the

timing filter shown solid state detectors can be classified somewhere

between Nal scintillators and organic scintillators with respect to

time resolution.
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INTRODUCTION

When a nuclear solid state detector is connected to a linear

amplifier the amplifier output voltage consists of a pulse voltage plus

a noise voltage. All pulses but the one to be measured disturb the

measurement and can consequently be characterized as part of the

noise. The normal method of time measurement is to produce a trig-

ger pulse (time mark) at some time related to a certain point of the

original pulse; this point might be the starting point, the maximum

point, a zero-crossing point, or any other point which can be defined

in time. The point defined will be referred to as the pulse time. A

filter is inserted between the amplifier output terminals and the trig-

ger; this filter has the function of separating the original pulses and

transforming them into pulses which have a well defined pulse time for

the trigger to operate on, and thus improves the accuracy.

It is commonly believed that the timing information in a pulse is

mainly present in the high frequencies and therefore the pulse time is

taken to be a point on the leading edge on a fast rising pulse or a zero

crossing point with a fast slope. Suitable pulse shapes can be accom-

plished by means of linear filters which are often made up from simple

CR differentiating circuits and/or from delay line clipping circuits. The

resulting trigger pulses can be sorted into two, partly overlapping,

groups. The first group consists of trigger pulses which are represent-

ative for the measurement and are in the following called TP. The second

group consist of false trigger pulses which are caused by the noise,

called FTP. It is characteristic for such measurements that as the accu-

racy of the TP is improved by increasing the slope of the pulse time

point, FTP group increases until the two groups cannot be distinguished

from each other. In practice a compromise is made so that the TP can

be recognized with relative ease. The reason for the growth of the group

of FTP is that the timing filters commonly used emphasize parts of the

frequency spectrum which has a small ratio between pulse amplitudes

and noise amplitude in contradiction to filters for pulse amplitude meas-

urements which amphasize those parts of the spectrum where the signal/

/noise is large.

It is the aim of this paper to show that there exists a minimum

available time jitter, and to show how it can be measured with a high

ratio between TP and FTP.
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1. MINIMUM AVAILABLE TIME JITTER

We will use the notations and the techniques from chapter 1 in

[ 1] . These, determining the maximum available signal/noise ratio,

the pulse time was considered to be known and the amplitude error was

determined from each point of the output signal. In order to find the

minimum available time jitter, we will assume that the pulse amplitude

is known and then the time error will be found from each point of the

output signal. Formally we will rewrite (4.1) (I refers to reference 1),

but with an unknown time of pulse arrival. This is done by adding 9 (to

be determined) to T in the first right hand side term, thus

It is then supposed that the pulse is coarsely identified and that

g(r) is differentiable with respect to T. Now the oscillogram time zero

can be so chosen that 9 in the first approximation is zero with the un-

known correction A9 . By again dividing the oscillogram in M + 1 points

we get M + 1 equations for the determination of A 9 .

iQ(mAT) = pg(mAT) + A9pg*(mAT) + i^T) (1.2)

From all equations (1.2) A 9 can be found with minimum variance

quite analogous with the finding of p in the previous paper chapter 2.

The only thing we have to do is to replace g{7) with pg*(^) in the solu-

tions. Denoting the variance on the time determination v we get from

vZ= lim p"2({g»}{l}"1 {g*})"1 (1.3)
AT—>0

2. MEASURABLE TIME JITTER

The expression (1.3) is equal to (2.11) if pg* is interchanged

with g. Therefore the transfer function cp of the optimal filter for time

measurements can be expected to be equal to jw T times K , the transfer

function of the optimal filter for amplitude measurements and we get

from (3.1)
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cp q> = V"x)

(vv*)2

For the specific case used in the appendix in the previous paper

we take from (4.4)

1 + ju/T
v = (2.2)

and from (4. 9)
I

Y = - (2.3)

The reason for defining Y by means of (4. 9), instead of by means of

(4. 5)T is that we cannot assume infinitely short pulse r ise time when

time measurements are involved.

Now (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) suffice to describe the optimal linear

time filter by its transfer function <p ,

( )
cp = —i (2.4)

2

To try this result in practice a Ge(Li) solid state detector was

connected to a charge sensitive amplifier and T (2 fis) and T (30 ns)

were determined. With an optimal filter for amplitude measurements

the energy resolution for 50 keV pulses was measured to be 3.2 keV

(FWHM). Thereafter the filter qj together with two broad band ampli-

fiers was applied to the preamplifier as shown in Fig. 1. The output

pulses looked as shown in Fig» 1 a. The effective noise amplitude was

approximately equal to the amplitude of 25 keV pulses. The pulse rise

time was approximately 30 ns. The time jitter which can be measured

naturally depends on properties of the trigger used and it is seen that

the pulse (Fig. 1 a) is not suitable for conventional triggers which fire

when their input voltage reaches a predetermined value. However, anal-

ogous with the amplitude measurements, such triggers can be used if
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the matching circuit shown in Fig. 3? is inserted between the linear

filter and the trigger. Fig» 1 b shows the output pulse from the match-

ing circuit, M-circuit. The rise time was approximately 30 ns and the

trigger level could be adjusted to below 5 keV. At a trigger level of

5 keV the time jitter of 10 keV pulses was below 30 ns (FWHM) and the

jitter was inversely proportional to the pulse height in accordance to

the theory. Analogous results have also been obtained with a circuit as

shown in Fig. 2.

Unfortunately the noise frequency power spectrum of the pream-

plifier showed some irregularities in the vicinity of w a — ; this
o U ns

made exact calculations inaccurate, but preliminary measurements and

calculations show that the time jitter obtained in practice was equal to

the minimum available within a factor two. Filters which take such ir-

regularities into account or a preamplifier without such irregularities

in the noise spectrum probably will show a better agreement between

theory and practice.

The M-circuit (with the proper capacitance) is essentially linear

towards the pulses but not towards the noise; the output pulse height

p is equal to the input pulse height p. minus the effective output noise

amplitude n or

p = p. - n (2.5)
*o *i o v '

Thus one might consider the M-circuit as a part of the optimal

linear filter. The experiments showed that -J2. could be made nearly

equal to the maximum available signal/noise ratio but that does not

mean that the amplitudes of the timing pulses can be measured with

that accuracy, in fact the variance of the time pulse maximum ampli-
2

tude is much larger than (n ) .

3. DISCUSSION

For almost all pulse height and pulse time measurements one

wants the results to have as small variance as possible. That means

that the measured variance is to be minimized. A minimization of

the mean square noise amplitude is only then justified when a measur-

ing device exhibiting that particular variance is used. However, in

general, such devices are not available for pulse height measurements,
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Most pulse height analyzers measure the actual pulse maximum

rather than the pulse amplitude at the moment where the pulse max-

imum ought to occur if not perturbed by noise - and for good reasons.

Therefore the time for the measurement is susceptible to influence

from the actual noise situation and there is much more chance of meas-

uring on a noise amplitude top than in a noise amplitude valley. There-

by the assumption that the variance of the measurement is equal to the

mean square noise amplitude is violated and a theoretical investigation

of the actual variance must involve some properties of the pulse height

analyzer.

Four different ways in approaching the problem were applied;.by

iteration, by considering the variance as rectified noise, by using

Wiener's theories and by energy considerations. The four different

methods indicated that the equations (3.1) and (2.1) described the trans-

fer function of the optimal linear filter (when used with an M-circuit and

conventional pulse height analyzers or triggers), but no strict proof

could be found. To overcome this difficulty the maximum available am-

plitude and time information of the perturbed pulses was found, and it

was shown by means of practical experiments that the two equations are

valid at least within the area investigated. The filters found are simple

and highly stable (minimum phase) and lead to a measuring accuracy

very near to the theoretical maximum.
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Pulse

detector U + jwTo)

Rise time 30 ns
Pulse length 1

Noise 25 keV

Rise time 30 ns
Pulse length 1 fxs

Woise 3 keV

Fig. 1. Principles of the circuit for pulse time measurements.

Output pulses are shown without (a) and with M-circuit (b)

Pulse
detector

Fig. 2. Another circuit for optimal pulse time measurements.

The output pulses are made by differentiating (time

constant T ) the pulses occurring at the output of the

M circuit. These pulses has maximum pulse height

definition (ref. 1).
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